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No Blame No Gain? From a No Blame Culture to a

Responsibility Culture in Medicine

JOSHUA PARKER & BEN DAVIES

ABSTRACT Healthcare systems need to consider not only how to prevent error, but how to

respond to errors when they occur. In the United Kingdom’s National Health Service, one

strand of this latter response is the ‘No Blame Culture’, which draws attention from individu-

als and towards systems in the process of understanding an error. Defences of the No Blame

Culture typically fail to distinguish between blaming someone and holding them responsible.

This article argues for a ‘responsibility culture’, where healthcare professionals are held respon-

sible in cases of foreseeable and avoidable errors. We demonstrate how healthcare professionals

can justifiably be held responsible for their errors even though they work in challenging circum-

stances. We then review the idea of ‘responsibility without blame’, applying this to cases of

error in healthcare. Sensitive to the undesirable effects of blaming healthcare professionals and

to the moral significance of holding individuals accountable, we argue that a responsibility

culture has significant advantages over a No Blame Culture due to its capacity to enhance

patient safety and support medical professionals in learning from their mistakes, while also

recognising and validating the legitimate sense of responsibility that many medical profession-

als feel following avoidable error, and motivating medical professionals to report errors.

Introduction

Health care sometimes makes patients worse off. There is a robust body of evidence

showing that errors and ‘adverse events’ within health care can harm patients. Such

errors occur with worrying frequency: one systematic review claims that just under

10% of inpatient admissions are affected by an adverse event – ‘an unintended injury

or complication. . .caused by healthcare management rather than by the patient’s

underlying disease process’ – almost half of which are avoidable.1 Avoidable errors can

cause minor harms, but they may also lead to significant harms; one report claims that

3.6% of deaths in acute hospitals are due to avoidable problems in care.2 This weight

of error has seen the emergence of a ‘patient safety’ agenda in many countries, includ-

ing the United Kingdom where successive governments since the 1990s have

responded to scandals in the National Health Service (NHS) by implementing numer-

ous policies to improve patient safety.3 The agenda emphasises both how to minimise

error and how to respond to errors that occur.4 One strand of this latter response is

developing ‘a culture that avoids a predisposition to blame’,5 or a ‘No Blame Culture’

(NBC). For instance, the UK government report Learning Not Blaming (2016) recom-

mends five core principles.6 One of these, ‘Objectivity’, emphasises a focus on ‘learn-

ing and improvement’, rather than ‘find[ing] fault, attribut[ing] blame or hold[ing]
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people to account.’7 The NBC takes notions of blame off the table, drawing attention

away from individuals in the process of understanding errors. Replacing this is a focus

on systems. The goal is to redesign operations and processes to minimise error,

accepting that human incompetence is rarely the sole cause of error and systems will

typically amplify human fallibility.8

Defences of the No Blame Culture typically fail, however, to acknowledge an impor-

tant distinction. This is the distinction between blaming someone and holding them

responsible. As we argue in Section 2, while a person’s responsibility is necessary for

permissibly blaming them, it is insufficient. In other words, one can be responsible,

and yet not blameworthy. Our concern, therefore, is that a No Blame Culture risks

throwing out the baby with the bathwater. In its focus on systems over individuals, it

risks ignoring individuals’ responsibility within systems and minimising individual

healthcare professionals’ own legitimate sense of responsibility when they make mis-

takes.

The case for a No Blame Culture relies on two main claims:

‘Blame is Unjust’: The system in which healthcare professionals work ren-

ders blame of individuals unfair, the system is to blame; and,

‘Blame is Unsafe’: Even if individuals are blameworthy, blame and the fear

of blame is a bulwark to the openness and transparency that is required to

improve patient safety.9

Each of these claims is sufficient but not necessary to justify a No Blame Culture. For

instance, critics of the NBC note that a ‘systems approach’ cannot account for all

errors. Healthcare professionals sometimes cut corners or disregard protocol.10 This

presents a challenge to the claim that Blame is Unjust. But advocates of the NBC

might insist that even if blame is just, we should not blame healthcare professionals

because doing so will have bad consequences, i.e. Blame is Unsafe. Similarly, even if

blaming people will not have the negative effects supposed by advocates of the NBC,

it would still be wrong to blame healthcare professionals if it was true that doing so is

unjust. A critique of the NBC must tackle both claims.

However, this raises the possibility that a culture that focuses on systemic issues

may strike the wrong balance between the potential benefits of holding people

accountable and the negative consequences of blame and fear of blame. While we

agree that individual blame is often misplaced or excessive, we are sceptical that the

No Blame Culture gets that balance right.

In this article, we argue for a ‘responsibility culture’ where healthcare professionals

who make errors are held responsible in cases where errors meet both an epistemic

condition of foreseeability and an agency condition of sufficient control. We use this

account to demonstrate how healthcare professionals can justifiably be held responsi-

ble for their errors even if they work in challenging circumstances. In other words, we

show that even if it is true in many cases that Blame is Unjust, this does not mean that

it is unjust to hold someone responsible. We then review the idea of ‘responsibility

without blame’, applying this to cases of error in healthcare. Sensitive to the undesir-

able effects of blaming healthcare professionals and to the moral significance of hold-

ing individuals accountable, we argue that a responsibility culture has significant

advantages over a No Blame Culture in its capacity to both enhance patient safety and
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support medical professionals in learning from their mistakes, while also recognising

the role that individuals play in error and the fact that this often demands that individ-

uals take responsibility for their errors. Even if advocates of the NBC are right that

Blame is Unsafe, it does not follow that holding people responsible is unsafe.

We are not the first to raise doubts about the NBC’s focus on systems over individ-

uals. However, we offer a novel argument, first by considering not only the conse-

quences of different focuses,11 but also their fairness. Second, our recommendation is

broader than existing critiques, which tend to focus on exceptions to the NBC model,

e.g. doctors whose patterns of behaviour may be identified as dangerous to patients.12

Finally, we theorise our alternative approach by reference to recent work in the philos-

ophy of mental health, a facet that is absent from existing work.

We end this section by forestalling an obvious criticism. Since our arguments relate

to claims about responsibility, advocates of the No Blame Culture might say that we

are aiming at the wrong target: their arguments, after all, are about blame. Yet as we

have observed, defences of the NBC at least fail to distinguish between the two con-

cepts. What’s more, the typical suggestion that we focus on problems with systems –

except in a small proportion of cases where healthcare professionals intentionally harm

patients or repeatedly cut corners – suggests that many defences of the NBC conflate

blame with responsibility. In either case, the link between our positive argument for a

responsibility culture and criticism of the NBC seems clear.

A Culture of Responsibility

The processes by which errors occur in health care are complex. When providing a

single dose of a medication to an individual patient requires 80–200 separate steps,13

it is easy to see how understanding both simple and catastrophic errors is a mammoth

task. Errors in health care have been divided into active and latent errors. Active errors

are acts of individuals working directly with patients, including deviations from stan-

dards or protocols. Active errors can be made more likely by certain 14situations, e.g.

if the individual is tired, stressed, or overwhelmed. With respect to a specific task,

active errors include anything from forgetting a key part of that task to mistakes relat-

ing to the cognitive processes required to carry out that task.15 Latent errors, in con-

trast, are problems inherent in a system, often allowing or exacerbating active errors.

For instance, problems in organisational structure may mean individuals are not aware

that a task is their responsibility.

Within patient safety literature, it is recognised that active errors are an important

cause of adverse events. However, many regard blaming individuals as unjustified,

since it is rare that active errors occur in the absence of latent errors. Active errors are

regarded as inevitable, not at the individual level (no particular active error is inevita-

ble), but at the systemic level (given the existence of latent errors, it is inevitable that

some active errors will occur).16 Despite the importance of latent errors, however, we

suggest that active errors can imply a degree of responsibility.

Gerald Dworkin distinguishes between three types of responsibility. Causal responsi-

bility occurs whenever an outcome can be causally traced to someone’s actions.17

However, you can cause an outcome and yet not hold liability responsibility: being

answerable or accountable for your behaviour. For instance, it may be that your
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behaviour was unavoidable, or that you could not have predicted that it would cause

the outcome. Finally, role responsibility concerns issues and areas that are under your

auspices by virtue of a role you occupy. Robert Goodin refines this idea as ‘task

responsibility’: ensuring that certain things do, or do not, happen because you have

been assigned relevant tasks.18

We focus primarily on liability responsibility, and hence, ‘responsibility’ will refer to

liability responsibility unless specified. The dominant framework for determining

responsibility remains relatively unchanged since Aristotle, who outlines two condi-

tions: agency and epistemic.19 The agency condition states that individuals cannot be

responsible if there is sufficient outside interference or their action is in some way

compelled. The epistemic condition stipulates that (nonculpable) ignorance of relevant

information can also undermine responsibility. Insofar as somebody understands the

consequences of their actions and has control over what they do, they are responsible.

While people disagree on the specifics of each of these conditions, there is broad

agreement that they are necessary in some form.

The two conditions come in degrees. Our beliefs about what we are doing, and

what will result, vary in precision and degree of justification. Similarly, there are gra-

dations of control; there is a difference between being only just in control, where any

additional pressures will cause someone to lose control, and being firmly in control.

There are also degrees of difficulty with which we exercise control. Having control over

your behaviour can be mentally taxing or easy.20 Moreover, the two conditions can

interact; an individual might fail to consider the ramifications of their actions because

of external pressures placed on them. Perhaps due to finding themselves in an unfa-

miliar, stressful situation, a person could struggle to remember crucial information,

whereas in other situations they could access it easily. Indeed, this seems to be the sit-

uation in which many healthcare professionals who make errors find themselves: their

reasonable options are constrained by situational factors, while time pressures mean

they cannot conceive of alternative possibilities.

We can now get a sense of what it would take to hold healthcare professionals

responsible for their errors, while acknowledging the pressure they face. Where a

healthcare professional is working in an environment that leaves them few options and

little control over the outcome, their responsibility is diminished. If a healthcare pro-

fessional could not know that their actions would harm a patient, then they should not

be held responsible. However, where both epistemic opportunities and opportunities

for control are more readily available, we have stronger grounds for holding people

responsible. It is worth noting that the conditions described above are, strictly speak-

ing, conditions for when a person is responsible. Our argument at this stage therefore

offers a response to the claim that Blame is Unjust, namely that even if this is true, it

does not follow that we should focus entirely on systemic flaws, because holding peo-

ple responsible is not unjust.21

However, it is still possible that although medical professionals meet the criteria for

liability responsibility, it would be inappropriate to hold them responsible (e.g. by com-

municating a judgement of responsibility, or by imposing professional sanctions)

because it would do more harm than good. In this section and the next, we largely

adopt a simplifying assumption, ignoring for the most part concerns about the harm

done even by fairly holding someone responsible and assuming for the sake of argu-

ment that if there is good evidence that a person meets the criteria for liability
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responsibility, it is reasonable to hold them responsible. In other words, we will move

at points during these sections from judgements that someone is responsible to consid-

ering appropriate ways of holding them responsible, without pausing to consider the

broader challenge from the claim that Blame is Unsafe. We return to this broader

challenge in the final section.

The picture sketched above suggests that both the epistemic and control conditions

act as threshold concepts.22 Nonetheless, as we will suggest, that the two conditions

come in degrees raises the possibility of gradated judgements: we need not judge as

equivalent every individual who satisfies the epistemic and control conditions to some

degree. Rather, we may need to regard differently those who make mistakes in circum-

stances that are difficult, but still controllable, and those who make mistakes that they

could easily have avoided.

On our view, responsibility is therefore both a threshold concept and a concept that

admits of degree. It is a threshold concept because there is a point below which a per-

son cannot be said to be at all responsible, and this is not simply the point at which

they completely lack control or relevant knowledge. But it is a degree concept because

once a person has breached this threshold, we assume that our judgements about them

and their decisions should still be sensitive to the degree to which they met the two

conditions. Importantly, this is not simply determined by the situation itself, but also

by a person’s individual position. This means that, for instance, a junior and senior

doctor may face the same medical decision, and agree on the course of action, but that

the senior doctor should be held more responsible23 because their experience gives

them a greater epistemic standing, while their seniority gives them more control over

the situation. We address this in further detail in the following section.

If both control and epistemic justification are threshold concepts, responsibility

requires that healthcare professionals have a sufficient degree of justification and of con-

trol. Clearly, errors in health care are often complex, with multiple factors at play.

Pointing to conditions that determine the exact point at which a healthcare profes-

sional becomes responsible in all cases will be impossible. Our point is that in many

errors where healthcare professionals cause harm to a patient, the individual profes-

sional will have some contributory role to play. Contrary to the No Blame Culture,

which considers the system as an entity devoid of actors with wills of their own, a

responsibility culture considers individuals within the context of the system and does

not deny their role in their errors. We can imagine an approach that considers both

the individual and the system and interrogates the role each played, with responsibility

being placed on healthcare professionals if they meet the epistemic and control condi-

tions outlined.

So far, we have provided a framework for determining when healthcare professionals

should be taken as responsible for an error by others. A distinct question is when

healthcare professionals hold themselves responsible. Some healthcare professionals

may be unfairly self-critical, holding themselves responsible, and perhaps even blaming

themselves, for decisions that were justified or excusable, e.g. because they could not

reasonably have acted differently or because acting differently would have been extre-

mely challenging.24 This may occur because the professional wonders whether there

actually was something more they could have done, whether there was some factor

they could have controlled, changing the outcome. Alternatively, a healthcare profes-

sional may recognise that nothing more could be done but nonetheless feel
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responsibility due to the nature of their relationship with the patient or their causal

responsibility. This has parallels with Bernard Williams’ concept of ‘agent-regret’:25

circumstances mean somebody lacked control over an outcome, but they nevertheless

feel responsibility and the associated emotions.

It is not a requirement of a responsibility culture that people feel bad (in the sense

of experiencing negative emotions) about the mistakes they have made. Nonetheless, a

healthcare professional experiencing some level of negative emotion about a mistake

may lead to good outcomes; for instance, victims of healthcare errors, and their fami-

lies, may benefit from an apology from the individual healthcare professional involved,

and this may be more likely to occur if the professional feels some sense of guilt or

agent regret.

In addition, a responsibility culture acknowledges that no matter what our official

policy, healthcare professionals often will hold themselves partly responsible for errors

and that this will often include negative emotions. As we discuss in more detail below,

a responsibility culture responds respectfully to healthcare professionals’ sincere moral

reactions to errors in a way that the No Blame Culture fails to do.

However, we acknowledge that healthcare professionals can be too hard on them-

selves, holding themselves fully responsible for mistakes where they hold only partial

responsibility. Part of the ideal of a responsibility culture is that where an error is par-

tially explained, or exacerbated, by environmental working conditions, we extend

understanding to the person who made the error. Encouraging them to take responsi-

bility for their own part in a mistake must come with encouraging them to see which

elements of the situation were not in their control.

Being Responsible But Not Blameworthy

We have shown that healthcare professionals can reasonably be held responsible for

some errors. Our central concern with the No Blame Culture is that its focus on sys-

tems obscures the important role of professional accountability. The risk is that in

attempting to avoid the counterproductive results of blame, the NBC also loses sight

of responsibility since, as we have suggested, the two are rarely distinguished and may

be conflated.26 Here, we make the case that responsibility can be separated from

notions of blame and stand alone.

That a person meets the conditions of liability responsibility is sometimes taken as a

justification for blame. On this view, once we establish that somebody is responsible

for a bad outcome, we then go on to blame them. In this way, blame and responsibil-

ity are related.

In our view, blame goes beyond holding someone responsible. To blame somebody

requires not only that they are liable for an outcome, but a judgement that this reflects

negatively on their desires, beliefs, motives, or character. Moreover, not just any nega-

tive judgement will do; blame is inappropriate in conditions where we recognise that

although someone could and should have acted differently, they faced significant

obstacles to doing so. This is because blaming someone involves a judgement of signif-

icant flaws in character, motivations, etc.

As we note in more detail below, some might adopt a far more minimal notion of

blame, where being ‘blameworthy’ is equivalent to being responsible. Our view is that
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such a minimal notion of blame cannot ground the claim that Blame is Unjust. While

it is often unjust to ascribe significant flaws in character, motivation, understanding,

etc. to a medical professional who has made an error, it is not similarly unjust to hold

them accountable for their role in an undesirable outcome, so long as we also

acknowledge the obstacles they faced. This means that a minimal understanding of

blame does not offer any support to the No Blame Culture.

Moreover, where liability responsibility will often bring with it certain requirements

– e.g. to undergo further training, to reflect on one’s behaviour, to apologise otherwise

to make amends – blame seems to be attached more readily to punitive burdens, i.e.

burdens placed on an individual with the goal of punishment.27

We have sketched the conditions of responsibility and described what it is to blame

somebody. When errors in health care occur, the current orthodoxy is that we ought

not to blame healthcare professionals. The No Blame Culture therefore tends to focus

on the system in its response to error, saving blame for the most egregious of errors.

However, if we distinguish responsibility from blame, unlike the NBC, there is space

to utilise responsibility appropriately and save pure systems analysis and notions of

blame for those errors where healthcare professionals do not meet conditions for

responsibility.

Of course, in highlighting the No Blame Culture’s overemphasis on systems, we do

not reject the role of systems altogether. Even where an individual is not only respon-

sible but blameworthy (e.g. if they deliberately harm a patient), there is a role for

assessing the systems surrounding that behaviour, e.g. to assess whether different

structures might have prevented the individual from acting as they did. Highlighting

the role of individuals need not deny the role of systems, and acknowledging the role

of systems need not deny the agency of the individuals who operate within them.

Our approach here is inspired by Hanna Pickard, who outlines how it is possible to

hold individuals responsible without blaming them.28 Pickard applies this idea in the

context of caring for individuals with addiction29 and personality disorder.30 However,

she provides reasons to believe that blame and responsibility can be distinguished

independently of attempting to help those with addiction or PD. Pickard charts a path

between responsibility and blame by recognising that patients with PD and addiction

have diminished rather than extinguished agency, making responsibility conceptually

appropriate. What’s more, she also highlights the positive consequences of holding

patients responsible. She makes her case by distinguishing where responsibility and

blame originate. What Pickard calls affective blame concerns how we respond to some-

one who is responsible; it is about our emotions, judgments, and actions, whereas

responsibility is about the person who has committed a wrong and what conditions

must hold for them to take ownership of their behaviour.31 Pickard suggests that

because affective blame is about our attitudes towards somebody else, we can decide

whether we must also blame someone rather than merely holding them responsible.

Pickard claims, ‘we can believe [somebody is responsible] and hold people to account –

but not allow blame to infect our emotions, judgements, and actions towards them as

a person. That is what it means to adopt the stance of Responsibility without

Blame’.32 As Pickard’s experiences testify, it is possible to separate responsibility from

blame both in theory and practice. Indeed, in her clinical practice, the attitude taken

towards individuals with addiction or PD is to hold them responsible for wrong-doing;

this includes encouraging them to recognise that the behaviour was their behaviour,
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that they have the capacity to change, and that they are in some sense liable for the

outcomes they cause. But Pickard also emphasises the importance of maintaining the

typical emotions of a healthcare professional working with individuals who are unwell:

compassion and understanding.

Pickard also provides reason to think that there are cases where an individual can be

responsible without blameworthiness. There is a well-subscribed view in philosophy that

to be responsible is in some way reducible to being the appropriate subject of blaming

and/or praising attitudes, even if these are not expressed.33 Pickard rejects this equiva-

lence: in her view, one can be responsible but not blameworthy when one has an excuse

(this means, as she notes, that responsibility does entail blameworthiness in the

absence of excuses).34 We would add that the sense of blame that seems to operate in

the claim that responsibility should be understood in terms of blameworthiness is a

conceptually thin one, without any implied judgement of character or motive of the

blameworthy individual. We have suggested that such a concept does not count as

blame. But even if it does, it should be clear that it is not sufficient to ground the

claim that Blame is Unjust. For while it may indeed be unjust to make negative judge-

ments about the character, motives, or professionalism of healthcare workers who

make errors in difficult circumstances, it is not clear why it should be unjust to make

a more minimal judgement of responsibility.

The excuses that patients with personality disorders can offer clearly differ from the

excuses available to medical professionals. But at the conceptual level, we believe there

is much to be said for translating Pickard’s schema to a professional setting. The very

obstacles that the No Blame Culture points to as a reason to discard responsibility

altogether should, in our view, instead operate as excuses. Adopting a stance of

responsibility without blameworthiness allows us to recognise and understand the

complex causes of error in health care whilst viewing healthcare professionals as agents

rather than mere passive participants of institutions and systems. Consider the follow-

ing example:

Prescribing errors are very common and a cause of harm to patients.35 Dr. Jackson

is working on a very busy and understaffed ward. It is his third day working on that

ward, and he is finding it very stressful. Dr. Jackson prescribes a patient, Mary, peni-

cillin, not realising that she has a penicillin allergy.

Dr. Jackson meets both the epistemic and control conditions and is therefore cap-

able of exercising responsibility. There are many alternative antibiotics available to

him; he knows (or should know) that some patients are allergic to penicillin, and this

can have catastrophic consequences. While he lacks knowledge in one important

respect – he does not know that prescribing Mary penicillin will lead to an allergic

reaction – this is information that is easily available to him. Dr. Jackson should, and

could, have done what most doctors would do and check whether the patient has an

allergy before prescribing. For these reasons, he meets the conditions of responsibility.

On the other hand, we must also recognise that conditions were not ideal for Dr.

Jackson to exercise agency. While working under pressure on a busy ward, in an unfa-

miliar environment and without support, does not make control impossible, it may

well constrict it. The fact that Dr. Jackson was working under difficult circumstances

means that we should withhold the attitudes and judgments associated with blaming.

If Dr Jackson had faced no pressure, had plenty of time to think about his decision, or

was under no doubt that this patient had an allergy, blame would be appropriate.
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Dr. Jackson’s situation sits in the middle of these two. While he had alternative

options, the pressure he was under meant that while he should have taken them, it is

understandable why he failed to do so. As such, he should be encouraged to take

responsibility for his error: to reflect on why it happened, his own role in that series of

events, and how he can personally reduce the likelihood of it happening again.

Nonetheless, others should not take this mistake to reflect poorly on Dr. Jackson’s

character, motives, or even general professional capability. Dr. Jackson does not deserve

negative character appraisal or negative emotions (though it is understandable if Mary

and her family do not see things this way). Nor does he deserve formal punishment.

This is the essence of applying responsibility without blame in a healthcare context.

Many errors in healthcare are of a kind with Dr Jackson’s case: the individual health-

care professional retains both agency and the opportunity for relevant knowledge and

hence can be held responsible, while an appreciation of the conditions under which

errors occurred makes blame inappropriate.

Pickard also argues that an attitude of compassion should prevail when applying

responsibility without blame. This too can be extended to errors in health care. In a

sense, adopting a stance of compassion acknowledges that the No Blame Culture gets

something right: responding to errors in an overcritical way is both unfair and risks

negative consequences by demoralising healthcare professionals.

What does it mean to show compassion?36 While it may be inappropriate to talk

strictly of institutions as expressing compassion – unable as they are to feel sympathy –

we may talk, somewhat metaphorically, of encouraging a ‘culture of compassion’

within an institution such as a healthcare system. As we understand it, compassion at

an institutional level involves at least three things. First, to show compassion towards

someone involves demonstrating understanding. In the case of errors by healthcare

professionals, this may involve understanding that the person who has made a mistake

may now be in significant distress, and suffering because of their error.37,38 However,

it may involve an understanding of the difficulties the healthcare professional faced in

making their decision.

Second, a compassionate response requires that this understanding leads to sympa-

thy/empathy for their situation. It is not enough to understand what a person is going

through at a theoretical or intellectual level. A compassionate response also requires

that the relevant features (i.e. the suffering and/or constraints on judgement) are con-

sidered in further decision-making. This is where we can talk (metaphorically) about an

institution such as the NHS ‘showing compassion’, or ‘having a culture of compassion’.

Even if an institution cannot literally feel compassion, policies and procedures can be

designed in a compassionate way, and this will include reflecting the appropriate fea-

tures of a healthcare professional’s error in the institutional response to that error, as

well as encouraging colleagues and superiors to show interpersonal compassion.

Finally, in our view compassion requires that the subject of compassion is given

appropriate support. What form this support should take will depend on the particular

aspects of the healthcare professional, and the error for which they are responsible. It

may be that they require support in coming to terms with their own role in the harm-

ing of a patient. Alternatively, support may require a more formal institutional

response, such as the provision of additional or remedial training. Finally, support can

come in helping a healthcare professional to begin the process of understanding and

addressing their own responsibility for the error. For instance, in our scenario above,
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Dr Jackson might feel upset and embarrassed by his mistake and its effect on the

patient. These feelings could be managed, and further support in coping should be

offered. In addition, Dr Jackson could be helped to understand both how various sys-

temic factors contributed to error and how his own decisions and behaviour within

those systems made error more likely. An approach that focuses solely on systems can-

not help medical professionals properly come to terms with their individual role in

error. His role in the error occurring might mean he must demonstrate his under-

standing of antibiotics and allergy and accept training if this can be improved.

It is important to note the consistency between our claim that a responsibility cul-

ture will often avoid punishing a medical professional and the idea that those who make

errors might be required to take certain actions, such as explicitly reflecting on what

went wrong or undertaking additional training. To punish someone involves, in our

view, an expression of condemnation; punishments are penalties that are applied be-

cause someone has done wrong. As such, an absence of punishment does not mean that

errors are consequence free. But what is important is to communicate the reasons

behind the required action.

We acknowledge the distinction between being responsible for an error and being to

blame for it is at risk of getting lost in the day-to-day practice of health care. Since

what we are advocating is a change in culture, it is therefore important that this distinc-

tion is reinforced both during training on liability that medical professionals already

undergo and in explicit communication to those who have made errors. For instance,

one part of the institutional response to an error might be to explain to the relevant

professional that, ‘We want to emphasise that you are not being blamed for this; how-

ever, we want to encourage and help you to take responsibility for what you could

have done differently’. We cannot pretend that things will never go wrong – so much

is true of any institutional culture – but we do believe that much can be done to min-

imise this eventuality.

Responsibility and Blame in Healthcare Error

Healthcare professionals can be held responsible for many of their errors without this

developing into blame. However, as we noted in Section 1, defenders of a No Blame

Culture might accept that healthcare professionals can be responsible for errors

(against the claim that Blame is Unjust), and yet in practice reject holding healthcare

professionals responsible because doing so will do more harm than good (Blame is

Unsafe). If we are going to suggest that healthcare professionals should be held

responsible, it is therefore not enough to show that they are responsible; we also need

to demonstrate that holding them responsible will, on balance, have good effects. We

have already made some progress towards this goal, e.g. in our suggestion that accept-

ing the possibility of individual responsibility may valuably acknowledge a legitimate

sense of responsibility on the part of a medical professional who makes an error and

legitimate individual grievances on the part of patients and their loved ones. This sec-

tion outlines a further relevant issue, namely how each system motivates and supports

the reporting of error. Since this is the most significant evidence used to support the

claim that Blame is Unsafe, meeting this challenge provides us with a good basis on

which to defend the Responsibility Culture.
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The concern with data collection in order to understand error shown by support-

ers39 of the NBC is laudable, and it is understandable how concerns about the nega-

tive impact of blame for healthcare professionals could hinder disclosure of ‘near

misses’ and adverse events. While the reasons that healthcare professionals fail to

report go beyond blame,40 reducing blame is a reasonable step.

However, it is important to note that removing blame does not by itself provide a

motivation to report mistakes. As we have already discussed, it is quite natural when

involved in a mistake to respond by feeling culpability, guilt, and other negative emo-

tions. To the extent that healthcare professionals feel ashamed of their part in an error,

there may still be some reluctance to report. Moreover, an environment that focuses

on systems offers no place for these feelings, except that they are mistaken. In other

words, a No Blame Culture denies healthcare professionals their own agency and

invalidates their feelings of responsibility. It also risks failing to provide positive moti-

vation to report, instead relying on healthcare professionals’ sense of obligation. A

responsibility culture, on the other hand, motivates reporting because it encourages

medical professionals to take responsibility for their mistakes. Part of what it means to

be responsible for a mistake is that one has an obligation to take an active role in

either undoing it or making amends.

Defenders of the No Blame Culture might respond in two ways. First, they might

claim that even if there is no positive motivation to report errors inherent in the NBC,

it is not inconsistent with it. On this view, although we refuse to blame healthcare pro-

fessionals for their mistakes, we should hold them to an obligation to report mistakes.

But this response faces a regress: how should we respond to someone who fails to

report an error? After all, this failure might itself be ascribable to systemic problems.

Defenders of the NBC must either say that we should hold such an individual respon-

sible, or not. If we do not hold them responsible, then the No Blame Culture still

faces a motivational gap. If we do hold them responsible, it is unclear why we cannot

also hold people responsible for at least some first-order errors.

The second possible response is an empirical one. Defenders of a No Blame Cul-

ture in medicine sometimes point to analogous successes in other sectors, such as avi-

ation.41 Since the NBC in aviation has not led to significant failures to report, why

expect this in medicine?

We agree that the success of a No Blame Culture in aviation provides some support

for its implementation in other areas. However, we are sceptical about this analogy. As

we have said, it is common and understandable for medical professionals to feel bad

when they make mistakes, particularly when a patient is harmed, or could have been

harmed. This seems natural: although the precise details vary, medical professionals

have a direct relationship with their patients, in a way that aviation workers do not have

with the individuals who would be affected by error. What’s more, the negative feel-

ings that seem natural in cases of medical error – guilt, self-recrimination, shame –

affect people’s motivations in different ways. Guilt can make us want to admit our

mistakes in the hope of forgiveness. But guilt and shame can make us want to hide

responsibility, particularly where we feel that forgiveness is unlikely. Although we

admit that this is speculative, and not backed up by empirical work, this seems to us

an important difference between the two sectors that should at least make us think

again about the support provided by an analogy with aviation.
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The No Blame Culture does not encourage healthcare professionals to feel these

emotions. But in its focus on the role of systems, it also fails to take these emotions

seriously. In contrast, a responsibility culture takes seriously the fact that healthcare

professionals may feel badly about their errors and acknowledges that those feelings

are significant and may be appropriate. Since it also offers support to individuals who

have made mistakes, it encourages healthcare professionals to take responsibility for

their errors, which starts with reporting them.

It can also avoid the errors of a ‘blame culture’, where fear of blame and punish-

ment may provide an alternative reason not to report error. Given that one can be

held responsible for one’s actions even if no bad outcome occurs, a responsibility cul-

ture allows us to capture ‘near misses’ as well as errors that actually harm patients.

Since compassion is also part of the institutional response to error, a responsibility cul-

ture offers extra reassurances to healthcare professionals not only that they won’t be

treated negatively and blamed, but that in engaging with their institution they should

find compassionate understanding, but also a recognition that their errors have impli-

cations for them.

Errors in health care impact patients. Whilst it is important to prevent patients com-

ing to harm, the response to error cannot only be learning. Where a patient has been

harmed by error they are owed an apology, but there is also risk of damage to the pro-

fessional-patient relationship and to trust in the profession. While it is true that the

process of learning and preventing further errors could bolster trust in the profession,

this does not negate the need for an apology. As others have suggested, this could

entail ‘prospective responsibility’ by disclosing error, offering apologies and consider-

ing future improvements.42 For instance, Daniel Tigard has argued that ‘taking the

blame’ is important in the disclosure of error in health care to facilitate these kinds of

reparations.43 He argues that self-blame motivates certain moral emotions, including

regret, remorse, and guilt, which are required to demonstrate that a healthcare profes-

sional is committed to personal and institutional improvements in addition to repair-

ing their relationship with their patients and fostering trust. In our view, Tigard’s

argument applies more readily to taking responsibility than to ‘taking the blame’. To

repeat the point made in Section 2, while we agree that negative emotions can have an

important motivating effect, they can also have the effect of discouraging people from

reporting and also can adversely affect mental health and wellbeing.

Conclusion

In this article, we have argued for a responsibility culture that embraces the complexity

of medical error, but which acknowledges the role that healthcare professionals play in

it. While we have not ruled out blaming healthcare professionals in some cases, we

have sought to find a middle path through routinely blaming healthcare professionals

on the one hand, and the No Blame Culture on the other. In doing so, we have

argued that blame can be distinguished from responsibility and that in doing so dis-

tinct advantages both of the NBC and those omitted by this can be attained.

Error in health care is a significant and complex cause of patient morbidity and

mortality. It’s important that we get the response to this right, both as individuals and

at the institutional level. Our responses matter both in terms of dealing with error after
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the fact and preventing future error. We believe that there is much that the No Blame

Culture gets right in terms of acknowledging the role of systems in errors and a com-

mitment to preventing future error. The problem for the NBC is that it fails to

account for the role of individuals in healthcare error and thereby misses an opportu-

nity to capture the benefits of taking an individualised stance on error, such as making

reparations, fostering personal growth, and taking seriously medical professionals’ own

feelings of responsibility. By distinguishing blame from responsibility and advocating

for a responsibility culture, we are better able to accommodate the full range of

responses to error in health care in terms of repairing the relationship to the patient,

developing as an individual, and taking steps towards preventing future error.
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